Maryland State Highway Administration
Roundabout Design Guidelines
Supplement to the NCHRP Report 672 “Roundabouts: An Informational
Guide”, Second Edition (2010)
The Maryland State Highway Administration (SHA) has adopted the NCHRP Report 672
“Roundabouts: An Informational Guide” Second Edition as our Roundabout Design Guideline.
The information contained in this document is considered a Supplement to the NCHRP Report
672 and is intended to document SHA’s approach to the design of roundabouts. Any reference to
AASHTO, unless otherwise noted, should be considered a reference to the 2001 AASHTO “A
Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets” Unless otherwise noted, the references
throughout this supplement are found in the NCHRP Report 672 “Roundabouts: An
Informational Guide” Second Edition.
The NCHRP Report 672 is available for downloaded for free from the NCHRP website. The
direct link is: http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/nchrp_rpt_672.pdf
Introduction
The Maryland State Highway Administration (SHA) began implementing modern roundabouts
(RAB), circular at-grade intersections, in 1993. They are an effective intersection design which
reduces the numbers of intersection conflict points while operating at slower speeds. This type
of intersection has successfully replaced many traditional intersections that had exhibited
recurring crash problems and/or operational problems. Roundabouts operate continuously, but at
much slower speeds than traditional intersections and normally result in very little delay.
Normal operating speeds within roundabouts are between 20 and 30 mph.
SHA has expanded the implementation of roundabouts and they are now routinely placed on
facilities that typically operate at higher speeds. Crash reduction results in these environments
have been positive as well (refer to Maryland’s Roundabouts; Accident Experience & Economic
Evaluation, March 2007, Office of Traffic and Safety). However, as consideration is given to
placement of objects (landscaping or fixed objects) within the central island, special care must be
taken to slow traffic down in advance of the roundabout entry. The best way to achieve this
speed reduction is through the use of self-enforcing roadway.
This supplement is intended to document SHA’s approach to the design and/or redesign of
central island and approach alignments where approach speeds (design speed, prevailing speed
or posted speed) are greater than 30 mph.
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Every roundabout design is unique in that the engineer must seek a design and document the
decisions that address the proper balance of approach alignment, approach speeds, operating
speed, traffic volumes, pedestrian and bicyclist accommodations and site constraints. This
guideline is formatted around and is to be utilized as an extension of the NCHRP Report 672.
NOTE: The contents of this document are intended to serve as guidance, not as a standard
or rule.
In addition to design precautions, and to ensure the intended outcomes (speed reduction,
operations, and safety) have been achieved, SHA shall conduct post-construction speed studies to
confirm that all constructed roundabouts with approach speeds of greater than 30 mph are
exhibiting the desired deceleration characteristics. Appropriate adjustments shall be made to
operating roundabouts where higher than desirable approach speeds are encountered. If
adjustments are needed, please see Section 6.8.5.5 for adjustment strategies and coordinate with
the Office of Traffic and Safety and District Traffic to ensure the proper adjustment strategies are
considered.
Since the focus of this guidance is specific to the central island design of a roundabout and
approach alignments, it is important to note that SHA, specifically District Offices, must refer to
the design guidance provided in this supplement and the Policy for Placing Fixed Objects in
SHA Roundabouts (see attached) before making any decisions on placement of a fixed object in a
roundabout.
This document does not serve as a directive for providing funding sources for any improvements
or betterments that are derived from this guidance. Funding sources should be identified through
the appropriate fund managers or SHA senior management.
The SHA Roundabout Design Review Process flow chart has been developed to show the basic
steps for roundabout design from concept development to final design. This flow chart is
included on the next page and should be used for all new roundabout designs, including those
designs that have been on hold and are being reconsidered.
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SHA Roundabout Design Review Process
All design submittals shall follow the design guidance in the SHA Roundabout
Design Guidelines

Feasibility Study ‐ to determine if roundabout is feasible
First submittal to OOTS/TDSD shall include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Current and design year (20 year) traffic numbers
SIDRA analysis
Crash Data (request from OOTS)
Previous intersection studies
Conceptual layout on aerial photo or topography

NOTE: If the project has been
previously shelved or the traffic data is
more than 3 years old, contact
OOTS/TDSD prior to restarting or
continuing design. New traffic
information may be necessary.

Feasibility Study approval from
OOTS

Preliminary Investigation (30% Design)
Second submittal to OOTS/TDSD shall include
1.
2.

Geometric Design Submittal (Plans – PDF)
Roundabout Speed Study Sheet (6.7.1 – Excel file)

Office of Highway
Development will
review Geometric
Design and submit
comments back to
OOTS/TDSD

•PI Review is completed and comments are submitted
back to Project Manager.
•Comments must be addressed prior to next submittal.

Semi‐Final Review (65%)/Pre‐Final Review (if no Semi‐
Final submittal)
Third submittal to OOTS/TDSD/**TEDD shall include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Revised Geometric Design Submittal (Plans – PDF)
Fastest Path submittal (6.7.1 ‐ Microstation file)
Combined Sight Distance Diagram (6.7.3.5 ‐
Microstation file)
Turning Templates (6.4.7 ‐ Microstation file)
Revised Roundabout Speed Study Sheet (6.7.1 –
Excel file)
** Signage and Marking plans for roundabout
Final Review
Final submittal to OOTS/TDSD/TEDD shall include:

1.
2.

Final Geometric Design Submittal (Plans ‐ PDF)
Signage and Marking & Lighting plans for
roundabout (Plans – mylar)

Office of Highway
Development will
review 1, 2, 3, and 4
and submit
comments back to
OOTS/TDSD

NOTE: If there is a change to the design
since the Semi‐Final Review or Pre‐
Final Review submittal that would
result a change to R1‐R5 and/or and
change to the Combined Sight Distance
Diagram, another submittal should be
made to OOTS/TDSD prior to Final
Review.
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INTRODUCTION

Exhibit 6-1 shows the general outline for the design process for new roundabout designs. This
outline can also be used to analyze existing roundabouts.
If the existing roundabout is being analyzed because of operational issues, the engineer should
coordinate with the District Traffic Office, the Office of Traffic and Safety (OOTS) and the
Travel Forecasting and Analysis Division (TFAD). Before reviewing the geometry of the
existing roundabout, it should be verified that the roundabout will function properly based on the
traffic volumes.
When an engineer is reviewing an existing roundabout for geometric layout, it is important that
all performance checks in section 6-7 are completed and documented. If survey and/or design
information is not available, the engineer should research as-builts and aerial imagery
information that can be found on eGIS. This information can then be referenced into
Microstation to complete the performance checks.
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General Design Process (ex 6‐1)
(SHA specific notes in blue)

Operation Analysis (From Chapter 4)

External Input (other technical
studies, environmental
documents, stakeholder and
community input, etc.)

Identify Lane Numbers/Arrangements

Identify Initial Design Elements:
•Size
•Location
•Alignment
•Sidewalk and buffer widths
•Crosswalk location and alignment
•Design Vehicle (6.2.4)
•Inscribed Circle Diameter (6.3.1)
Section 6.4:
Single‐Lane Roundabouts
•Splitter Islands (6.4.1)
•Entry/exit design (6.4.2)
•Design Vehicle
accommodation
•Circulating roadway
width (6.4.3)
•Center island (6.4.4)

Section 6.5:
Multilane Roundabouts
•Path alignment
•Avoiding
exiting/circulating
conflicts
•Side‐by‐side design
vehicles

Section 6.6:
Mini‐Roundabouts
•Distinguishing principles
for mini‐roundabouts
•Design at 3‐leg
intersections
•Design at 4‐leg
intersections

Section 6.7 Performance Checks
•Fastest Path (6.7.1)
•Vehicle Speed Estimation (6.7.1.2)
•Natural Path (6.7.2)
•Design Vehicle
•Sight Distance and visibility (6.7.3)
•Stopping sight distance (6.7.3.1)
•Intersection Sight Distance (6.7.3.2)
•Combined Sight Distance Diagram (6.7.3.5)
•Special Cases (6.7.5)
•Sight distance circles fall on truck apron (6.7.5.1)
•Sight distance to crosswalk for skewed intersections (6.7.5.2)
*After Central Island Landscape Zone is identified, it is then transferred to
Landscape Architecture Division for proposed design treatments

Section 6.8: Design Details
•Pedestrian Design
•Bicycle Design
•Vertical Design
•Curb, apron, and pavement design
•Curbing (6.8.5.2)
•Splitter Islands (6.8.5.3)
•Approach Curves (6.8.5.4)
•Adjustment Strategies for High‐Speed
Approaches (6.8.5.5)
•Post Construction (6.8.5.6)
•Evaluating the operating characteristics of current
and future RAB’s (6.8.5.7)

Iterate

Other Design Details
•Traffic Control devices (Chapter 7)
•Illumination (Chapter 8)
•Landscaping (Chapter 9)
•Construction Issues (Chapter 10)

Applications
•Closely Spaced roundabouts (Section 6.9)
•Interchanges (Section 6.10)
•Access Management (Section 6.11)
•Staging of improvements (Section 6.12)
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Selection of the appropriate design vehicle is crucial when laying out and analyzing the
geometrics of a roundabout. It is important that the designer should clearly document the design
vehicle prior to progressing into final design. If the design vehicle changes once the design has
started, it is likely that the designer will need to start the design over in order to address the
geometrics to accommodate the design vehicle.
When considering a design vehicle, the designer will need to coordinate with District Traffic
Offices and Travel Forecasting and Analysis Division to understand the need for special design
vehicles that may dictate the geometrics of the roundabout. For instance, in eastern Maryland,
there may be significant farm equipment that utilizes the corridor the roundabout is being
designed for. If this is the case, the geometrics of the roundabout may need to be adjusted to
accommodate the farm equipment. This is a local situation that will likely be known by District
Traffic.
When documenting the decision for the design vehicle, it is important to understand the
movement that the design vehicle will be making. For instance, if the design vehicle is a WB-67,
and the side streets prohibit trucks, it may not be appropriate to design the roundabout to
accommodate all movements of the design vehicle to all legs of the roundabout. This can have
significant impacts on the design of the roundabout and the size of the inscribed diameter and
mountable truck aprons.
For most situations throughout Maryland, the designer should consider a WB-67 as the preferred
design vehicle for all roundabouts, unless the roundabout is in an urban setting which prohibits
trucks along the side roads. In those cases, it is important that the designer coordinates with the
District Traffic office and local jurisdictions to understand the design vehicle needed.
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SHA projects should be designed to accommodate the appropriate design vehicle. As stated in
6.2.4, the preferred design vehicle for SHA is a WB-67. In some cases, the design vehicle will
be a WB-50. The minimum suggested inscribed diameter for a WB-50 (105 ft.) may be
appropriate if there are design constraints that prohibit a larger diameter and if there are lowspeed approaches to the roundabout. It is recommended that the designer should consider a
diameter of at least 120 ft. when laying out the roundabout using a WB-50. If the design vehicle
is larger than a WB-50, a larger inscribed diameter will be required.
Roundabouts with inscribed circle diameters less than 120 ft. but greater than 90 ft., although not
considered mini-roundabouts, are not preferred by SHA. Inscribed circle diameters in this range
can lead to very small to no area in the central island for landscaping. Little to no landscaping in
the central islands leads to a greater visibility for approaching vehicles which is not considered
favorable. The process to determine the appropriate sight distance can be found in section 6.7.
Roundabouts less than 90 ft. are considered mini-roundabouts. Mini-roundabouts should only be
considered for existing low speed urban conditions where environmental and right-of-way
impacts preclude the use of a larger roundabout. Central islands on mini-roundabouts are
typically traversable and must remain free of landscaping and fixed objects in all cases.
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Splitter isslands shoulld be a minim
mum length of 100 ft. onn SHA projeects. See Secction 6.8.5.3 for
more dettails.
Preferablly, splitter isslands shouldd be raised using
u
Standaard Type A Curb
C
and Guutter (Standarrd
No. MD--620.02). Th
he corners off the splitterr island shouuld be nosed down as shoown in Figurre
6.4.1-1 below.
b

P
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At interseections with
h restricted riight-of-way, it may be necessary to use
u Type C Curb
C
and Guutter
when thee design vehiicle cannot pass
p throughh the entry orr exits with at
a least 2 ft. of
o clearancee to
the face of
o vertical cu
urb. In that case, use Figgure 6.4.1-2 shown beloow for the spplitter islandss.

plitter island that is narroower than 6 ft.
f wide shouuld be hardsccaped with
The portiion of the sp
traffic-beearing, conteext sensitive treatments. The area thaat is wider thhan 6 ft. mayy be landscapped
with turfg
fgrass or appropriate planntings in connformance with
w sight disstance requirrements and
other safe
fety considerrations as appproved by thhe Office of Environmenntal Design.

P
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ENTRY WIDTH

Entry widths should range from 14-18 ft. and should not exceed the width of the circulatory
roadway.
6.4.3

CIRCULATORY ROADWAY WIDTH

The circulatory roadway width should be as wide as the maximum entry width and up to 120%
greater than the maximum entry width. The circulatory roadway should also be wide enough to
accommodate a bus without the use of a truck apron. Where truck traffic is considered high (10%
or greater), it is advised to have the circulatory roadway wide enough to accommodate a WB-50
without the use of a truck apron so capacity of the roundabout is not compromised. Increasing
the inscribed circle diameter will also aid in this accommodation.
A truck apron is standard on all SHA projects to accommodate the turning movements of a WB67 design vehicle.
6.4.4

CENTRAL ISLAND

The central island consists of 3 zones which are the truck apron, buffer zone, and landscape
zone. Raised central islands are preferred over depressed central islands since depressed central
islands are difficult for approaching drivers to recognize and drainage can become an issue. The
central island grading and landscaping should be designed to provide the minimum required
sight distance. Providing more than the minimum sight distance may result in excessive speeds
within the roundabout and should not be considered. Follow the guidance set forth in Section
6.7.3 in order to obtain the limits of the Central Island Buffer and Landscape Zones.
The Central Island Buffer Zone should be a minimum 6 ft. wide behind the Type A Curb and
Gutter to allow for vehicle overhang. The width of the zone may increase in accordance with
Section 6.7.3 as necessary to provide the minimum required sight distance. Within this zone, the
combined height of the grading and the landscaping should be less than 2 ft. in height from circle
which the stopping sight distance along the circulatory roadway is measured. This circle is
shown in Exhibit 6-56 and is offset 6 ft. from the flowline of the truck apron (See Figure 6.4.41). Preferred treatments for the Central Island Buffer Zone are turfgrass or hardscape.
The Central Island Landscape Zone should be graded and landscaped to obtain a combined
height of 3.5 ft. or greater above the elevation of the circulatory roadway also from the circle
which the stopping sight distance along the circulatory roadway is measured. When designing
landscaped central islands within areas of existing pavement, consideration should be taken to
remove paving and subbase material unsuitable for plant growth, scarify compacted subgrade,
and place necessary subsoil and topsoil.
All landscaping treatments must be coordinated with the Office of Environmental Design.
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The central island should not contain features which are likely to attract pedestrians. Examples
of such features are flagpoles, memorial plaques, pedestrian-scale statues or artwork, benches,
etc. When requests are received for the placement of such features, SHA shall identify the
appropriate locations in the vicinity of the roundabout that can be considered in lieu of the
central island. The costs of installation, lighting and maintenance of such features shall be the
responsibility of the municipality. Please refer to the latest SHA adopted AASHTO Roadside
Design Guide when placing any fixed objects near the roadway.
Any requests be considered by SHA for the placement of features mentioned above or any fixed
object within the central island of a roundabout shall be in compliance with the SHA Policy for
Placing Fixed Objects in SHA Roundabouts. Before any final decision is made on whether or
not fixed objects can be placed in the central island of the roundabout, coordination with the
District Office and the Office of Traffic and Safety is required.
Identification of the Central Island Landscape Zone as described in 6.7.3.5 must be completed
prior to a final decision on the location of any proposed fixed object within the central island of
the roundabout.
6.4.5

ENTRY DESIGN

The outside curb line of the entry should be designed cuvilinearly tangential to the outside edge
of the circulatory roadway. The inside roadway edge of entry should be curvilinearly tangential
to the truck apron.
The minimum entry radii should be 65ft. so that capacity of the roundabout is not affected.
Entry angles (phi) should be between 20 and 40 degrees with 30 degrees desired. Figures 6.4.5-1
and 6.4.5-2 on the next page are derived from the WisDOT Roundabout Guide. Figure 6.4.5-1 is
to be used to find phi when distance from the entry to the next exit is not more than 100 ft. Use
Figure 6.4.5-2 to find phi when the distance from the entry to the next exit is greater than 100 ft.
such as at 3 legged roundabouts.
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EXIT DESIGN

The outside curb line of the exit should be designed cuvilinearly tangential to the outside edge of
the circulatory roadway. The inside roadway edge of the exit should be curvilinearly tangential
to the truck apron.
A large-radius or tangential type exit design as illustrated in Exhibit 6-16 should only be used in
rural environments where no pedestrian traffic is expected since it increases exit speeds.
6.4.7

DESIGN VEHICLE

The design vehicle for SHA projects is a WB-67. It may be occasionally appropriate to choose a
smaller design vehicle for turning movements and a larger design vehicle for through
movements. For example, if a roundabout is placed at the intersection of a state route and a
county route, it may be reasonable to design so that a WB-50 can easily make left turns, right
turns, and through movements, but a WB-67 vehicle can only travel straight through the
roundabout along the state route. This technique can be used at the discretion of the engineer and
should be discussed and approved by the Office of Traffic and Safety, District Traffic Office,
and the Travel Forecasting and Analysis Division.
CAD-based vehicle-turning-path simulation software should be used to determine if the
roundabout design appropriately accommodates the design vehicle. Roundabout design is
iterative so the software should be used each time a design is changed or modified. The final
circulating paths generated by the CAD-based vehicle-turning-path simulation software should
be archived with the project documents.
6.4.7.1

TRUCK APRONS

Truck aprons should be designed so they are traversable to trucks but discourage use by
passenger vehicles. To discourage use by passenger vehicles, truck aprons should be designed
with Type C Curb and Gutter between the circulatory roadway and the truck apron. The apron
should be constructed of reinforced concrete or other traffic bearing material as approved by the
Office of Materials and Testing. The material used should differentiate it from both the
circulatory roadway and sidewalk if present. To minimize damage by design vehicles to the
central island signs and landscaping, truck aprons should be separated from the Central Island
Buffer Zone by Type A Curb and Gutter.
Truck apron width is dictated by the tracking of the design vehicle using CAD-based vehicleturning-path simulation software. They should generally be 3 to 15 ft. wide and have a cross
slope of 1 to 2% away from the central island. When the minimum truck apron width is less than
a typical shoulder width, the truck apron may be increased to provide a full shoulder for
maintenance activities in the central island.
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LANE NUMBERS AND ARRANGEMENTS
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Lane numbers and arrangements should be provided to the Office of Highway Development
from Travel Forecasting and Analysis Division.
6.5.2

ENTRY WIDTH

A two lane entry should be 24 to 30 ft. wide and a three lane entry should be 36 to 45 ft. wide
with individual lanes ranging from 12 to 15 ft. in both cases depending on the turning
requirements of the design vehicle.
In cases where a single lane enters a multilane roundabout, the entry width should be flared from
the upstream roadway width, but the flare length should not exceed 330 ft. as any length greater
than that has no effect on capacity (WisDOT Roundabout Guide 11-26-30, pg 10). If additional
capacity is required, a lane should be added as shown in Exhibit 6-24.
6.5.3

CIRCULATORY ROADWAY WIDTH

Circulatory roadway lane widths should range from 14 to 16 ft. Where truck traffic is high
(greater than 10%), the roadway width may need to be increased to accommodate simultaneous
passage of a truck and a car (See Section 6.5.7 for more information).
6.5.4

ENTRY GEOMETRY AND APPROACH ALIGNMENT

For multilane roundabouts, it is important to avoid vehicle path overlap between the lanes. One
design aspect for avoiding vehicle path overlap is a compound curve entry design. The first entry
curve radius should be 65 to 120 ft. followed by the larger curve with a radius greater than 150
ft. A tangent section instead of the large radius curve may be used if necessary. The first entry
curve should be set back from the circulatory roadway by at least 20 ft. (6-40). See Exhibit 6-30
for more details.
Another important aspect for multilane roundabouts is providing sufficient deflection on the
entry. This can be achieved by offsetting the approach to the left of the center of the roundabout
typically by 20 to 30 ft.
Guidance for checking path overlap does not exist in NCHRP 672; however WisDOT provides a
clear method. Figure 6.5.4-1 on the next page shows the desirable entry path tangent being 40 to
50 ft. and the desirable exit path tangent being greater than 40 ft. It is also important to note that
providing 5 ft. between the face of the central island curb and the extension of the face of curb on
the splitter island usually results in avoiding vehicle path overlap.
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DESIIGN VEHIC
CLE CONSIIDERATIO
ONS

Side by side
s navigatiion through the
t roundaboout must be considered for
f multilanee roundabouuts.
In areas where
w
truck traffic is low
w, a WB-67 can be allow
wed to claim
m both lanes to
t navigate
through the
t roundabo
out. In this case,
c
it may be appropriaate to designn for the sidee by side
navigatioon of a singlee unit truck or
o bus and a passenger car.
c However, allowing a WB- 67 to
claim botth lanes in arreas where truck
t
traffic is high will result
r
in reduuced capacitty. See pagee 644 of the NCHRP Gu
uide for desiign techniques for accom
mmodating laarge design vehicles.
v
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PERFORMANCE CHECKS

It is necessary for the project engineer to properly document the design decisions along with the
performance checks discussed in this section for every roundabout project. This information
should be stored with the project files and included in the appropriate design milestone report.
6.7.1

FASTEST PATH

Every SHA project that contains a roundabout within the project limits MUST check the
roundabout for entry speed and sight distance. This applies to new design as well as existing
roundabouts. The method for checking a roundabout begins with drawing the fastest paths for
each leg in order to obtain the R values (see Exhibits 6-46 thru 6-50). Once the R values are
obtained, the corresponding speeds, V, for each R value can be calculated. Download the
Roundabout Speed Study Sheet for the roundabout calculations from the Office of Highway
Development Intranet site \Design Resources\eLibrary\roundabout speed study sheet\.
6.7.1.2

VEHICLE SPEED ESTIMATION

For normal approaches and normal roundabout cross slope calculate the corresponding speeds,
V, as follows:
For R1, R3, and R5

use Equation 6-1

For R2 and R4

use Equation 6-2

If the approach and roundabout cross slopes are not 2%, please refer to Appendix D for
information on how to derive the speed equation.
The speeds associated with the R1 values are considered entry speeds. The maximum entry
speeds must be as follows:
25 mph

for single lane roundabouts

30 mph

for multilane roundabouts

If any one of the entry speeds exceeds the limit for that type of roundabout, the geometry should
be modified so that the entry speed is reduced to meet the guidelines.
6.7.3.1

STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCE

When calculating the three types of stopping sight distances use Equation 6-5 and consider the
following:
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1. For approach sight dis
istance, V is equal to thee design speeed of the roaadway prior to
t
the roundaabout. The distance,
d
d, that
t is calcullated is used to draw the sight trianglles to
both the yiield line andd the beginniing of the croosswalk. Usse Exhibit 6--55 for draw
wing
the sight trriangles to thhe yield linee and use Figgure 6.7.3.1-1 to draw thhe sight triangles
to the crossswalk.
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2. For sight distance
d
on circulatory roadway, usse the V thatt correspondss to the largeest of
all R2 and
d R4 values. The distancee, d, that is calculated
c
is used to draw
w the stoppinng
sight distaance line as shown
s
in Exhhibit 6-56. d and the corrresponding stopping sigght
distance liine should bee drawn for each leg andd placed on the
t same diaagram similaar to
Figure 6.7
7.3.1-2. The stopping sigght distance lines will foorm a box in which the
Stopping Sight
S
Distannce Landscappe Buffer cann then be draawn. The Stoopping Sighht
Distance Landscape
L
B
Buffer
shouldd be concenttric to the cenntral island and
a a minim
mum
of 6 ft. fro
om the back of
o the Type A Curb and Gutter.
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3. For sight distance
d
to crosswalk
c
on
n exit, use thhe V that corrresponds to the R5 valuue
from the leeg to the leftt of the crossswalk to calcculate d. Drraw the sightt distance to
crosswalk lines as shoown in Figuree 6.7.3.1-3.
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INTERSECTION SIGHT DISTANCE

Intersection sight distance requires calculating d1 and d2 for each leg by using Equations 6-6 and
6-7, respectively. When calculating d1 for a specific leg of the roundabout, the V is based on an
average of the R1 and R2 values from the leg to the left (see Exhibit 6-58). When calculating d2,
use the V that corresponds to the largest of all R2 and R4 values. The d2 value is the same for all
legs. All of the intersection sight lines for each leg should be put on a single diagram similar to
Figure 6.7.3.2-1 below.
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COM
MBINED SIG
GHT DISTA
ANCE DIAG
GRAM

In order to
t create a Combined
C
Sight Distancee Diagram (C
CSDD), overlay all of thhe stopping sight
s
distance and intersecction sight diistance lines on the rounddabout draw
wing. See Figgure 6.7.3.5--1.
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Keep thee lines that provide
p
the most
m conservvative sight distance
d
estimates in ordder to shade the
areas thaat must remaiin clear of obbstructions. See Figure 6.7.3.5-2.
6

This diaggram should be providedd to the Landdscape Archiitecture Diviision to ensuure the
roundaboout landscaping and centtral island grrading will be
b designed to
t maintain the
t required
sight disttance.
NOTE: providing more
m
sight diistance than shown in thee diagram abbove may leaad to higher
vehicle speeds and reeduce the saffety of the inntersection (N
NCHRP pg 6-64).
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SPEC
CIAL CASE
ES

This secttion does nott exist in thee NCHRP maanual; howevver there aree a few speciial cases to
clarify.
6.7.5.1

SIGH
HT DISTAN
NCE CIRCL
LES FALL ON
O THE TR
RUCK APR
RON

mes when thee inscribed ciircle diameteer of the rouundabout is laarge and thee speeds
Sometim
associateed with the R values are low, the stoppping sight distance
d
andd the intersecction sight
distance circles for th
he central islland fall on the
t truck aprron. This meeans that a Central
C
Islannd
Landscappe Buffer is not necessarry for sight distance;
d
how
wever, one should
s
be proovided at a 6 ft.
minimum
m offset from
m the back off the Type A Curb and Gutter
G
behindd the truck apron.
a
The
Central Island Landscape Buffer is to remainn free of obsttructions andd landscapinng over 2 ft. in
height abbove the circculatory roaddway to miniimize encroaachment of larger
l
landsccaping into thhe
truck aprron, keep rou
undabout siggns clear of vegetation,
v
a simplify maintenancce. See Figurre
and
6.7.5.1-1.
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SIGH
HT DISTAN
NCE TO CR
ROSSWALK
K FOR SKE
EWED INTE
ERSECTIO
ONS

At skeweed intersectio
ons, the righht turn movem
ment path iss similar to a through moovement pathh.
Therefore, a single R5
R value cannnot be drawnn. Instead thhe right turn path
p will connsist of threee R
values: R5a,
R R5b, an
nd R5c as shoown in Figurre 6.7.5.2-1.

The speeed, V, associaated with thee R5b value should be used
u
to calcullate the stopping sight
distance, d, needed to
o the crossw
walk. The stoopping sight distance to the crosswallk should theen be
drawn acccording to Exhibit
E
C in this report.
If the distance, d, from the crossw
walk falls aloong the curvve R5b, then the sight linnes can be drrawn
from thatt point. If thee distance, d,
d falls alongg the curve R5a,
R then the speed V muust be
recalculaated using the average off the R5a andd R5b valuess.
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The minimum sidewalk width on SHA projects is 5 ft. This width should be as wide as 10 ft in
high pedestrian areas. The preferred landscape buffer width between the curb and the sidewalk is
5 ft or greater although where right-of-way is restricted it may be less. When the buffer is 3 ft or
greater, it should be turfgrass as other landscape plantings will likely block the required sight
distance. Sidewalk buffer areas less than 3 ft. wide should be hardscaped.
On projects that have extra right-of-way at the roundabout corners and where sidewalk is part of
the scope of work, the sidewalk design shown in Exhibit 6-64 should be taken into consideration.
Use SHA Standard No. MD 655.11 for the sidewalk ramps and place detectable warning surfaces
on each ramp.
6.8.1.2

CROSSWALKS

Crosswalks at roundabouts should be marked and treatments provided according to Chapter 10
of the SHA Pedestrian and Bicycle Design Guidelines. Typically at roundabouts, the location of
the crosswalk is 20 ft. from the edge of the circulatory roadway or yield line. If it is determined
that the crosswalk should be placed further back, place it in even vehicle lengths of 20 ft. plus
assume a 5 ft. gap between queued vehicles (20 ft., 45 ft., 70 ft.).
The minimum cut through for the splitter island should be no less than the dimensions shown in
Exhibit 6-12. The cut through should not be ramped; however it should contain detectable
warning surfaces along each side.
6.8.2

BICYCLE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Since maximum entry speeds for roundabouts are between 25 and 30 mph, bicyclists should be
able to navigate the roadway of a roundabout safely. If the engineer determines a roundabout to
be unsafe for bicyclists such as in a large multilane roundabout, then a shared use path should
take the place of a sidewalk. See Exhibit 6-67 and 6-68 for guidance.
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PARK
KING CON
NSIDERATIIONS

In urban conditions, parking
p
lanees near rounddabouts mayy be present. Special connsideration
ocate them faar enough froom the rounddabout that drivers
d
exitinng the
should bee taken to lo
roundaboout can comee to a controolled stop. Considering
C
t maximum
the
m roundabouut entry speeed is
30 mph and
a R2 is lesss than R1, thhe parking laane should be
b located at least 200 ft.. from the
midpointt of R2 on ap
pproach leg B.
B AASHTO
O Exhibit 100-73 was useed to derive this
t distance.
Also veriify that the appropriate
a
s
sight
distance for leg A exists
e
to the parking lanee for R5 sim
milar
to the meethod used fo
or crosswalkks as discusssed in Section 6.7.3.1. Laastly, a parkiing lane should
not be located within
n a crosswalkk. See the diagram below
w for more innformation.

6.8.5

TREA
ATMENTS FOR HIGH
H-SPEED APPROACH
A
HES

s
be utiilized on higgh speed apprroaches to
This secttion describees design eleements that should
increase visibility and driver awaareness of a roundabout.
r
Treatments for high speeed approachhes
may alsoo apply to low
w speed roaddways as weell.
6.8.5.1

VISIB
BILITY

Landscappe the centraal island accoording to Section 6.4.4 and
a Chapter 9 to increasee its visibilitty
from the approach ro
oadways. In addition
a
to landscaping, advanced warning
w
signss, pavement
markingss, and rumble strips mayy also be necessary to enhhance visibility and drivver awarenesss of
the rounddabout.
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CURBING

Introducing curbing on otherwise open sections is desirable to reduce the approach speeds of
vehicles on high speed rural roadways. Use the chart below to determine the suggested
minimum length of curbing.
Design Speed of
Approach

Minimum Length of Curbing on Approach (ft)

(mph)

15

20

25

30

30

200

170

140

100

35

250

210

185

150

40

295

265

235

185

45

350

325

295

250

50

405

385

355

315

Based on Entry Speed R1 (mph)

This chart is based on AASHTO Exhibit 10-73 for deceleration lengths on grades of 2% or less.
For approach speeds greater than or equal to 45 mph use Type C Curb and Gutter along the
outside edge of roadway and transition it to Type A as the approach speed decreases below 45
mph.
6.8.5.3

SPLITTER ISLANDS

For approach design speeds from 30 to 50 mph, the splitter islands should be a minimum of 100
to 200 ft. respectively. Additionally, the splitter islands should extend beyond the end of the exit
curve to prevent exiting traffic from crossing into the path of approaching traffic (pg 6-22). The
splitter islands should be constructed as described in Section 6.4.1.
6.8.5.4

APPROACH CURVES

The maximum entry speed, R1, is 25 mph for single lane roundabouts and 30 mph for multilane
roundabouts. NCHRP recommends limiting the approach speeds to 35 mph prior to the entry
curve closest to the roundabout (pg 6-78). In order to accomplish this, successive curves can be
used as shown in Exhibit 6-70. The change in speed on successive geometric curves should be
limited to 12 mph.
It may be beneficial when designing a high speed approach using successive curves to work from
the roundabout outward. For example, if the greatest entry speed is 25 mph and the change in
speed on successive geometric curves should be limited to 12 mph, then the moderate radius
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curve should be designed for a speed of 35 mph. If the moderate radius is designed for 35 mph,
then the broad radius should be designed for 45 mph. (Additional guidance for the successive
curve treatment is being developed)
Additionally, it is necessary to reduce the approach speed prior to the broad radius from the
approach design speed to the broad radius speed. This can be accomplished using rumble strips
and warning signs and even warning beacons.
6.8.5.5

ADJUSTMENT STRATEGIES FOR HIGH-SPEED APPROACHES

Below is a list of strategies that may be used to help address high-speed approaches (speeds
greater than 30 mph) observed in an existing condition or during a post construction survey,
when geometric modifications may not be possible or feasible. Before implementing the
strategies listed or if the strategies are not sufficient for your needs, please coordinate with the
District Traffic Office and the Office of Traffic and Safety. Potential strategies for speed control
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide larger advance warning signs (RAB ahead)
Provide larger yield signs
Provide larger chevron signs in the central island
Increase the length of the splitter island by installing a longer, hatched splitter island adjacent
to the existing island
Reduce width of approach lane
Place rumble strips at the centerline and edgeline
Provide flashing yellow beacons along high speed approaches
Use transverse ‘bar’ markings on the high speed approaches
Enhance lighting
Provide a graduated or transition speed zone
Provide 10 in. edgelines and center line/gore lines
Place delineators at edgeline (D6)
Place traverse rumbles in areas with high crash rate or significant safety issue
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POST
T CONSTRU
UCTION

Each new
w roundabou
ut placed on roadways with
w approachh speed limitts of 30 mphh or more shaall be
evaluatedd for operational charactteristics by a traffic enginneer after a suitable phaase-in period, but
no later than
t
the end of the first year
y of opening. The stuudy shall be conducted according
a
to the
ITE Mannual of Transsportation Enngineering Studies,
S
Secoond Edition (2010)
(
to assess the succcess
t
th
of speed reduction sttrategies on the
t roundaboout approachhes. The 85 percentile entry speedss
a or below 30
3 mph or fuurther strateggies shall be employed too control speeed.
must be at
6.8.5.7

EVAL
LUATING THE OPER
RATING CH
HARACTE
ERISTICS OF
O CURREN
NT
AND FUTURE RAB’S
R

11. Point #1 is at the stop
pping/yield point
p
– at thee RAB
2 Point #2 is x/2
2.
3 Point #3 is a point (x
3.
x) along the approach
a
to the RAB whhere the firstt recognitionn of the RAB
B
m
and th
he 85th %-tille speed of approaching
a
traffic is obttained
ahead is made,
4 Using ann acceptable rate of decelleration, “spot” speeds are
4.
a measuredd at Point #2 (x/2) and, iff
found to be unaccepttable, driver behavior moodification strategies/dev
s
vices are connsidered
5 A graph of some sortt can be preppared for thee various appproach speedds and valuess of “x”
5.
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PRINCIPLES

Central Island Landscape Zone
6 ft. buffer from back of truck apron
curb or edge of central island curb

Central Island Landscape Zone

6 ft. buffer from back of truck
apron curb or edge of central
island curb
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